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Athletics Dept. to help Powell
Benefits to be
held during
sporting events
Christopher Haas
World News Editor
The Student Government
Association (SGA) and Athletics
are teaming up to hold a benefit
for Palance Powell, the Dining

Services employee injured in a
hit-and-run accident last month.
Various teams will be holding
benefits for Palance Powell on
Saturday, Nov. 3, officially titled,
“Palance Powell Day.”
According to SGA Treasurer
Natalie Anaya, the idea began
when Beth McCubbin, a member of the new Student Athletic
Leadership Team, wanted to do
something to help Powell. The
Student Athlete Leadership Team
is leadership group of representatives from each of the 14 intercollegiate sports teams on-campus.

According to Anaya, there will
be events held throughout the day
at three separate sporting events.
At the Regional Cross Country
meet at 8 a.m., a donation jar and
pictures of Powell’s story will be
set up.
At 11 a.m., before the volleyball game at noon there will be
“Pancakes for Palance” in the ICI.
During the game there will be a
bake sale and silent auction of
autographed memorabilia from all
14 athletic teams in the ICI lobby
lasting through the end of the
Men’s basketball game.

There will also be a dinner
at 7 p.m. before the basketball
home opener which starts at 8pm.
According to Anaya, Palance
Powell and his wife, Julie, have
been invited to attend the basketball game and are scheduled to be
introduced at the beginning of the
game.
“All the athletes and department
staff are really excited for Nov. 3,”
Anaya said.
Recently, Anaya visited Powell
along with SGA Student
Please see “POWELL,” page A2

Women
end home
season on
high note
Jennifer Gillan
ERAU Sports Info.
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. - The women's soccer
team left ERAU Soccer
Stadium on a good note
Tuesday evening as EmbryRiddle defeated Florida
Sun Conference opponent
Webber International 5-2.
ERAU (7-7, 3-1 FSC)
played its last regular season home game against
WIU (5-7, 1-4 FSC) and
came out on top thanks to
five goals scored by five
different Eagles.
The game-winner was
scored 21:43 into the game
off of a long pass from
Lindsey Evans to Kristen
Phelps. Beginning about
15 yards over midfield,
Phelps raced to the goal,
beat the defender, and
booted the ball past the
goalie for the third goal
of the game and her third
goal of the season.
The Eagles were put
on the scoreboard just 36
seconds into the game
when senior Valerie
Rogers scored on a pass
from Phelps. The Eagles
increased their lead to 2-0
in the second minute when
Jessica Diego capitalized

Get out your Derbies

on a penalty kick.
The two teams have
played in 16 games with
12 shutouts and Webber
International made sure
that number would not
increase as the Warriors
scored in the 28th and
43rd minute.
However, ERAU was
relentless, scoring two
additional goals in the second half. Chloe Cowart
and Elina Johansson both
had unassisted goals after
the half.
The Eagles outshot the
Warriors 20 to 4 and committed five less fouls, as
ERAU had three to WIU's
eight.
Before
the
game
begun, ERAU honored
its four senior members as Tuesday's game
was the last time they
will play a regular season game on the field of
ERAU Soccer Stadium.
Rogers, Stephanie Taylor,
Stephanie Steele, and
Sarah Valentine laced up
their cleats one last time
for the ERAU faithful.
The 12th-ranked Savannah
Please see “SOCCER,”
page A4

New pastor
starts term in
rough times
Jordan Clancy
MIJEONG YOON/AVION

SIGMA CHI’S DERBY DAYS is an event put on by chapters all over the world to raise money for Sigma Chi’s national charity,
Children’s Miracle Network. The three sororities on campus competed in events all week, with Alpha Xi Delta taking top honors.
Nicole Fossum
Guest Reporter
This past week, students of Embry-Riddle
may have noticed some unusual happenings
occurring on campus. Derby Days is a philanthropic event in which Sigma Chi chapters all
across the world partake in.
This last week marked the first time the
Embry Riddle chapter participated. The Alpha
Xi Delta Theta Phi Alpha, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma sisters all competed in events held each
day. Monday kicked off the contest, with an
auction for coaches for each chapter. Tuesday
was the “Sign-a-Sig” event, where the girls

raced to write their letters on as many of the
Sigma Chi brothers as possible. In the Derby
Days “Laugh Attack”, which took place on
Wednesday, the sisters of all three sororities
had to make as many of the Sigma Chi brothers laugh as possible, using everything from
jokes to physical actions. The more brothers who laughed, the more points each team
received. The Lip Sync Competition followed
on Thursday. Each of the sororities performed
an eight minute skit/dance to a compilation of
songs and all three presented amazing, original routines.
The action concluded on Friday in an
obstacle course unlike any other. Those who
are familiar with the old Nickelodeon show

“Double Dare” would be able to easily recognize many of the events. All of the stations
within the obstacle course included slime
in different forms. It was dumped, jumped
in and thrown by the sisters in a race to the
end where each team threw a slime pie at
their coaches. After adding together points
accumulated throughout the week, Alpha Xi
Delta came out on top, followed closely by
Sigma Sigma Sigma, and trailed by the Theta
Phi Alpha sisters. Over the week, over $2000
were raised between the three sororities. Half
of that will be donated to the Sigma Chi’s philanthropy, Children’s Miracle Network, and
the other half to Alpha Xi Delta’s Children’s
Advocacy Center in Daytona Beach.

Staff Reporter
All across the world,
it’s typical for one’s first
day of work to be relatively easygoing and
relaxed. Largely the case
in most professions, it was
not with Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University’s
newly appointed pastor,
Reverend Melynne Rust.
Sept. 18 marked the
day following the death of
Joshua Potts, an 18 year
old Computer Engineering
Freshman. This was also
one of Reverend Rust’s
first days on campus.
When asked about her
position, Rush told The
Avion, “where I start is by
listening.”

Prof. Aufdenberg, modeling the stars of Spica
Omid Eshagi
Guest Reporter
Dr. Jason Aufdenberg received
his Ph.D. in physics and astrophysics from Arizona State University
in 2000. From there, he went to
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics as postdoctoral
fellow for three years. Later on
from 2003 to 2006 he was a
Michelson postdoctoral fellow at
the National Optical Astronomy
Observatory in Tucson, Ariz.
After six years of research, he
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decided to teach and have his
time balanced between teaching
and research. He joined EmbryRiddle in Fall 2006.
Embry-Riddle offers an astronomy minor program, and to support the astronomy minor, there is
Creekside Observatory. Creekside
Observatory has a 20-inch reflecting telescope and is used to teach
an upper level class (Engineering
Physics 425, Observational
Astronomy). Another astronomy
course is Physical Science 301;
this course is what Aufdenberg
calls as “a universe in class in a

semester class,” mainly because
they will study everything from
stars to planets to galaxies. The
class after 301 concentrates more
on the stars and uses more mathematics. Then there is Engineering
Physics. In this class you learn
about telescopes and detectors
on telescopes and for research
in this class, students can use the
Creekside observatory. Besides
the 20-inch telescope located in
the observatory, Embry-Riddle
has three 12-inch

Born in Tuscon Ariz.,
it is difficult to accurately
communicate her childhood life without previous
knowledge of U.S. geography. Raised in places that
include ok are not limited to Arizona, Hawaii,
California, Pennsylvania
and Maryland, Rust
enjoyed a lifestyle the
Air Force provided for its
families.
Enjoying sports at an
early age, she met her
high school sweetheart
running cross country in
high school and eventually married him. Spending
time at both Louisiana
Tech and Northern Illinois
University, Rust crossed
the stage with a Dietetics
and Nutritionist Degree.
Spending a large amount
of time on Air Force
bases and rarely attending church, Rust was first
introduced to Jesus in high
school through an organization called Young.
“Young Life was so relational with me, the leaders
seemed so invested and
it meant a lot. I thought
maybe Jesus Christ was
investing in me, accepted
me unconditionally and I
didn’t have to do anything
for His love,” Rust told
The Avion
Moving to Florida, Rust
worked as a dietician for
eight years at the Halifax
Please see “RUST,” page
A2

Please see “SPICA,” page A3

Marissa Gonzales
captures two
Volleyball records

SGA to look
into safety on
campus
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Hispanic Heritage Month a success
Ren Xun Kwok

Staff Reporter
Embry-Riddle’s
first
Hispanic Heritage Month was
successfully concluded when
the Office of Diversity invited
Debbie Martinez, an alumna,
NASA aeronautical engineer and founder of Women
of NASA (WON) Langley
Research Center (LaRC) website, to be our closing speaker.
Martinez’s accomplishments
are a good example that being a
minority and a female does not
mean that one cannot succeed
in an industry that is predominantly male dominated. Dr.
Joanne Detore-Nakamura, university director for the Office
of Diversity told The Avion,
“when I realized that Ms.
Martinez is an alumna, working at NASA and a supporter of
diversity, I could not think of a
better person to invite to be our
closing speaker.”
After graduating from
Embry-Riddle
with
her
Bachelor’s degree, Martinez
joined NASA. Since then, she
has taken on countless projects

and is currently detailed to be
the project chief engineer in
the Space Operations Program
Office at LaRC. Martinez
has also been serving as the
chair for the NASA Langley’s
Hispanic Advisory Group for
the past 11 years. Adding to
her list of minority and diversity projects, she also manages
the NASA Langley Hispanic
Employment Program (HEP)
website. Martinez said that
“being a female in a male dominated field has become second
nature to me and I attribute that
to my days in Embry-Riddle
where most often I was one of
the few, sometimes the only,
woman in my class.”
Adding to her eight NASA
Superior
Accomplishment
awards and numerous NASA
Performance, NASA Team
Excellence and NASA Group
awards, she also manages the
website of NASA Hispanic
Astronauts and Latina WON,
a total of four minority related
websites. During her presentation, Martinez said that through
her efforts, she hopes that
these channels can “provide
the minority youth throughout

the world, with virtual mentors
that they can relate with during
their educational growth.”
During her presentation,
Martinez shared with the audience parts of her past and her
journey throughout her career
at NASA and an insight into
NASA’s future projects. During
one part of her speech, she
showcased some of NASA’s
spin-offs, which included products like athletics shoes, polarized sunglasses and pacemakers. The floor was open to the
audience after she concluded
her presentation and audience
got to ask her specific engineering related questions. Being
the ambassador for NASA on
Hispanic related events, the
audience was treated to some
exclusive NASA products
that everyone was happy to
receive.
Being a minority and female
in that male dominated industry, she understands the difficulties when dealing with
male colleagues and that many
women do encounter bias in
their workplace. She spent
time breaking down the myths
and explained to the audience

how to approach topics and
issues like that in the work
place. Her enjoyment comes
from “enlightening our young
women and inspiring them to
be part of the nontraditional
careers, like engineers, pilots,

Academic Service Coordinator of Athletics

REN XUN KWOK/AVION

Compiled by Jordan Clancy

“POWELL”

from FRONT

Born and Raised: Gulf Breeze, Florida
Why did you take this position: It is a relational
job, and I love the staff.
What scares you: Fighting, because so many people feel the need to fight.
First thought when you wake up: I need to spend
time with God today.
What do you not like about Daytona: I am not a
big fan of bike week; some people love it, but I don’t.
What’s in your freezer right now: Cappuccino and chocolate chip ice cream
Store you would max your credit card out at: Target, because I can go there and buy
things I need, things I want, and also things for other people; it’s a great place.
Favorite holiday: Christmas, because it’s Jesus’ birthday.
What advice would you give Riddle students: Your vision should stretch you beyond
where you are now. It will test your faith and your courage. It will serve as a compass
to direct your path.
What color crayon would you be: Teal, because it is a happy color.
If you could pick any animal as a pet what would it be: A monkey, because they are
so cute and smart. You can hold them like babies.
Pet peeve: When my past roommates would spend more time reading the Bible and

Representative Bryan Dietz who
presented a check to the Powell
family for $444.09. The money
was raised by an ice cream
social organized by Student
Representative Board Progress
committee chair Angeline
Ranieri with ice cream donated
by Sodexho and.
According to Dietz, the
Powells were very grateful for
the money and it came just in
time. “Palance and Julie were
very happy to receive the check,”
Dietz said, “they plan to use the
money for the simple things such
as toilet paper, rent and food.”
According to Dietz, Powell’s
recovery is going well. This past
Thursday he had some X-rays to
make sure his bones are healing
up well. However, Powell is a
bit concerned because he has
been losing some feeling in his
legs, so he will be going to see a
specialist soon.
When asked when he hoped
to come back to campus, Powell
wasn’t sure. His recovery time
is still unknown but he hopes to

“PASTOR”

from FRONT

Worst part of airport security: It takes too long for the innocent.
Organizations in college you belonged to: Women’s soccer team, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Campus Outreach and The Flock.
Pick one word to sum up your life: Integrity
If you could have dinner with one person in history who would it be: Jesus,
because if my whole destiny was dependent on this one man’s acceptance, I would want
the most intimate relationship with him as humanly possible.
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Medical Center and was a
homemaker for another eight
years before attending Asbury
Theological Seminary in
Orlando. When asked about
her time at the Seminary, Rust
explained, “I was exposed and
challenged to so much.”
A member of the First United
Methodist Church in Ormond
Beach, Rust volunteers her

time with the Sheriff’s Office
of Volusia County and the
Ormond Beach Police. The
Rust family are not strangers
to Embry-Riddle, with children
Wilson (18), Meridith (16) and
April (14), all past guests of
Steve Ridder’s summer basketball camps. After spending 20
years of her life traveling, Rust
is finally living her dream of
raising her family in one location. Outside Embry-Riddle’s
campus, you can find this avid
reader walking her two dogs,

chocolate and black Labrador
retrievers on the beach.
Enthusiastic about the interfaith community, Rust is looking forward to being available
to nurture the spiritual lives of
anyone who comes her way
with her God-given gifts of
hospitality. “When I look at
Jesus, I think that one of his
primary qualities was hospitality. He accepted everyone
and I hope my office conti
nues to make all feel welcome”
Rust told The Avion.
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for him.”
When asked about the stalled
project to add a bike lane along
Clyde Morris Boulevard south
of the campus, Dietz said Powell
cannot believe the project is not
moving faster considering how
many students use the roadway
to commute to and from school.
“The Student Representative
Board will continue working
on the Bike Lane project so
no one else has to go through
what Palance has gone through,”
Dietz said.
“We just want to help Palance
and see him get well,” Anaya
said.
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return to campus next semester.
Powell has been buoyed by
the support he has received
from the Embry-Riddle community. “Palance is still shocked
at how kind the students have
been towards him,” Dietz said,
“[Powell] says he couldn’t
go through this time without
them.”
When told about the upcoming “Palance Powell Day” the
athletics department is hosting
for him, Powell was reportedly overcome with emotion.
“Palance was overcome with the
thought that Athletics was putting together an entire day just

New face in ministry

not enough time doing dishes.
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“expose girls at a young age to
new possibilities which may
lead them to widening their
dreams and expectations.” She
added that our future astronauts
that will be going to Mars are
currently in the 3rd grade.

Powell receives support

Abby Zito
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etc.” She has definitely proven
to everyone that equal opportunity does exist, and that with
hard work everyone has the
chance to succeed. Finally,
Martinez hopes that through
effort, she will create a way to
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Jarecki lectures on ‘Why We Fight’
Stefanie Thaxton
Staff Reporter

The article was co-written by Staff Reporter Peter
Richardson.
There was quite a strange
assortment of people in the IC
Auditorium last Tuesday, Oct.
16. The auditorium was almost
full by 7 p.m. with about 70
percent of the audience created
by Embry-Riddle folk and the
remaining 30 percent of the
people from the Daytona community. All of these assorted
attendees were assembled to
hear a lecture by the documentarian and activist Eugene
Jarecki. The previous Thursday,
Jarecki’s latest documentary,
“Why We Fight” was shown

on the IC Auditorium screen as
a pregame of sorts for this lecture and many in the audience
indicted with a raised hand
that they had also attended the
movie showing.
Jarecki started the evening
off with a short lecture on the
basis for his film, the reasons
for creating it and some information about making the documentary. “Congress does not
answer to the call of the people;
it answers to private interests
and corporations now,” Jarecki
stated, “We accept as a given
that some people (corporations) are more equal than others in a congressman’s eyes.”
He continued to explain his
inspiration by stating, “There
needs to be a wall between
private interests and a clean

legislative branch so that they
can represent the people not
the corporations.” Mr. Jarecki
continued, “Capitalism can
be deeply threatening to real
democracy if it is not regulated
and controlled.” Much of this
speech was greeted with nods
and cheers from the audience,
many of whom were obviously
convinced of much of Jarecki’s
platform before even attending. Still, there were plenty of
people in the audience who this
information was probably quite
new to and it was obvious from
the questions section that it
all invoked much thought from
those in attendance.
All of Jarecki’s points were
in concord with the theme of
his film. “Why We Fight” centered around the link between

corporate America’s interests
and our current political and
global situation. Mr. Jarecki
was clear to point out that “this

“

Only by getting
involved can we
get an America
that we are all
proud of.
-EUGENE JARECKI

”

is not just about George Bush or
this administration,” but it is an
issue that has been growing in
severity since the end of World
Word II. The hero of “Why We

Fight” is President Eisenhower,
who was one of the first to recognize the potential threat that
corporate interests reflected in
American politics could pose.
The movie actually starts with
President Esenhower’s farewell
address, in which he warns of
the up-and-coming militaryindustrial complex. The film
then goes on to explore the
connections between corporate America, specifically the
military industrial complex and
modern American politics.
Mixed into this exploration
are stories from people who
have been affected by this connection. These people serve
to show in part how modern
American politics has affected
many lives and what a broad
scale of repercussions the mil-

Supercomputer used for analyzing stars
“AUFDENBERG”
from FRONT

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes.
The Astronomy Club on campus
also has two 8-inch SchmidtCassegrain telescopes and several other smaller telescopes.
Aufdenberg is trying to use
the supercomputer to support
the project that was funded
through an Embry-Riddle internal grant. The title of the project is “Modeling the Double
Star Spica.” Spica is one of the
brightest stars in the sky. In fact,
it is more than one star; Spica is
a twin star system. These two
stars are quiet different from the
sun. One of them is seven and
the other is 15 times the mass of
the sun, and they revolve around
each other every four days. This
is very interesting star system
because it’s pretty close to us. It
is about 210 light years away and
lies in the constellation Virgo.
Astronomers are mainly interested in it because it allows them to
peep inside of the two stars. They
are so close to each other that the
less massive star raises a tide on
the other star. Analogous to the

way that the Moon raises tides on
the Earth, these stars rise tides on
each other, although there is no
water involved it’s just giant gas
balls orbiting around. These tides
affect the stars’ orbit, so the orbit
actually changes as result of this
interaction between stars.
Aufdenberg’s job in analyzing this system is to interpret the
data taken by special telescopes
in California called the Center
for Higher Angular Resolution
Astronomy (CHARA) Array.
The CHARA Array consists of
six telescopes, the furthest two of
which are three hundred meters
apart. This means that this telescope has the resolution of a
telescope which is three hundred
meters wide. With that kind of
resolution astronomers are able
to resolve the two stars. After
collecting the data from CHARA
Array, astronomers can interpret it. They cannot yet make
an image from the data; they
just have this information telling
them how far they are separated
from each other.
That’s where Aufdenberg’s job
comes in because he models the
surfaces of the stars. Not only the
two stars of the Spica are orbiting

each other, but they are spin- when modeling of Spica is fin- do in astronomy. So being able
ning on their own axis really fast ished, Aufdenberg will give a to pin down the masses of stars,
too. One star pulls on the other presentation at the American particularly the massive ones like
and stretches it up a little bit. Astronomical Society in Austin, these two stars are fairly rare. I
So these stars are not spherical, Texas in January. The title of think its important contribution
they are actually ellipsoid. If they the presentation is “Reweighing to the field of astronomy.”
were spherical, they would have Spica.” Aufdenberg also menIn addition to the presentation
the same surface temperature tioned “I think that this new he will write an article for the
everywhere, but the asymmetric orbit that we are helping to ana- Astrophysical Journal. Based on
geometry prevents this.
lyze will significantly revise the the comments from the journal,
One of the things that masses of the two stars and this some modification will be done
Aufdenberg is working on with is important, because measuring to the article before it is pubthe supercomputer is to build the masses of stars is difficult to lished in late 2008.
a separate model
for every different
patch on the star.
For the spherical star, he could
build one temperature spot and
duplicate that on
all over the star.
For these ellipsoid
stars he needs to
build a separate
model for every
point on the star.
This is one thing
that supercomputers are good for,
because they can
PHOTO COURTESY DR. JASON AUFDENBERG
do lots of calculaA MODEL OF STARS like that of the Spica system. Dr. Jason Aufdenberg
tion at once.
At the end, is using the supercomputer to study the surfaces of the binary system.
Advertisement

itary industrial complex can
have. All of these stories are
quite touching, and while it is
clear Jarecki picked and chose
the people he wanted to interview to express his position,
he is certainly entitled to do so
since it was his movie.
Jarecki has toured the country
with his film and has appeared
on TV shows such as the Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, Charlie
Rose and CNN. He also makes
regular college campus stops
with his film and says that he
gets some of his best responses
at colleges. “College students
are not apathetic,” Jarecki said,
“College students just feel helpless and don’t know how to get
involved in a way which will
actually matter.” He said that he
hopes his movie inspires others
to get involved in a cause they
care about, “If you don’t get
involved in something you care
about, whatever that may be,
your as good as dead, you’re a
worker bee in someone else’s
hive.”
Jarecki will continue to tour
America with his film and
hopes to make a little bit of a
dent on the seeming apathy of
modern America. “I’m a ‘It’s
a Wonderful Life’ idealist,” he
says, even though he acknowledges that “idealism might be
on the losing side of history.
“ The main goal he has for
his film he says, is to just promote dialog from all corners
of the political spectrum. He
acknowledges that there is “no
simple fix” to everything, yet
he says we must get rid of this
loss of public hope and we need
America to be “proud of where
the country is going” again.
After the lecture, Jarecki
commented that Embry-Riddle
gave him one of the best
responses he has had at a college and that all the questions
were quite intelligent and
informed. He hopes to return
sometime in the future and
engage in more discussion.
“We must all strive to be an
alive human striving to do the
best,” Jarecki stressed. “Only
by getting involved can we
again get an America that we
are all proud of.”
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Gonzales destroys two ERAU records
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
SAVANNAH, Ga. - Marissa
Gonzales, a junior setter for
ERAU, broke two career records
at the SCAD Invitational on
Saturday while the Eagles split
the final two games of the tournament.
On Saturday, ERAU faced
Webber International and took
the Warriors to game five.
In game five, Gonzales
notched her 3,382nd career
assist and broke Brooke Geiger's
previous record for assists in a
career. Off of a dig by Rachel

Ridder, Gonzales set the ball
for Jenni Nelsen and Nelsen
slammed it down on the opposite
side of the court, giving ERAU
its fourth point of the game and
notching Gonzales'name in the
record books.
Gonzales accomplished the
feat in her third year with the
Eagles and in her 331st game.
Geiger completed her four-year
career in 2003 after playing 512
games and accumulating 3,381
assists.
The Eagles went on to fall to
Webber 2-3 by scores of 25-30,
31-29, 22-30, 30-27, and 6-15.
ERAU then took on St.
Thomas and came out victor-

ously, downing the Bobcats in
3-0 fashion by scores of 30-20,
30-15 and 30-22. The Eagles
are 3-0 against the Bobcats this
season.
In game three of the match,
Gonzales served her 203rd
career service ace and broke
another Geiger record. Geiger
held the record for aces in a
career with 202, a record now
held by Gonzales.
Gonzales' current totals for
assists and aces are 3,409 and
203, respectively.
Gonzales and the Eagles will
be in action next on Tuesday
at Edward Waters beginning at
6 p.m.

Men’s soccer snaps slump
Eagles tally
six against
Nova
Allison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info.
FT.LAUDERDALE, Fla. –
Embry-Riddle freshman Sam
Litchfield scored a goal in each
half of play to lead the EmbryRiddle men’s soccer team to a
6-0 blanking of NCAA II foe
Nova Southeastern, Saturday
at the NSU Soccer Complex.
The Eagles improved their
record to 5-7-2 overall, while
the Sharks, coached by former
Embry-Riddle men’s assistant
coach Joe DePalo, fell to 9-5-1
on the year.
The Embry-Riddle men outshot the Sharks 9-4 in the first
half and 17-13 in the match.
Senior netminder Ian Levine
earned his second clean sheet
of the season, pulling in five
saves on the night.
Matthias Klatt opened the
Eagles’ scoring in the 28th
minute, heading home a Hugh
Davey corner kick.
Litchfield netted his first goal
of the night at the 42:00 mark
to give the Eagles a two-goal
lead heading into the halftime

break.
Sophomore Dieter Ritz tallied the first goal of his collegiate career 14 minutes into
the second with a blast from 35
yards out to extend the cushion
to 3-0.
Litchfield and Eagle scoring
leader Joe Yoffe each added a
goal in the 74th and 76th minutes, respectively.
At the 81:52 mark, ERAU
sophomore Jacob Belli entered
the game for Richard Genge.
Less than two minutes later
Belli made the most of his collegiate debut and sealed the win

with the first goal of his career.
“We had another quality performance tonight,” ERAU head
coach David Gregson commented. “It was nice to score
a lot of goals. We’re starting
to play good football at the
right time of the year. There’s
a nice mentality to our play
and we need that going into
our game against Webber on
Wednesday.”
Wednesday’s match against
Webber International marks a
return to conference play for
the Eagles. Game time is slated
for 3:30 p.m. in Babson Park.

TIM KRAMER/AVION

JUNIOR MARISSA GONZALES SHATTERED the ERAU career assist and ace records last
week. In her 331st game Gonzales notched her 3,382 assist. The previous record holder,
Brooke Geiger, took 512 games and four full years to set the previous mark.

X-Country teams sweep Sand Shark run
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
BEAUFORT, S.C. – The
10th-ranked
Embry-Riddle
men’s cross country team continued to prove worthy of their
top-ten national ranking as
they recorded a perfect score
to claim the team title at the
Sand Shark Invitational hosted by the University of South
Carolina-Beaufort on Saturday.
The Eagle men placed seven
harriers in the top ten and nine
ERAU runners ran sub-27 8K
Advertisement

times en route to scoring 15
points for their fourth team title
of the year.
Stuart Patterson was the first
Eagle to cross the finish line. It
was a race to the finish between
Patterson and first place finisher Fred Smith of Claflin. In the
end, Smith had a little bit more
pace crossing in 26:06, just three
seconds ahead of Patterson who
posted his second fastest time
this season of 26:09.
Cody Hill (26:12), Evan
Clay (26:18) were third and
fourth, respectively, while
Laurent Williams (26:28),

Russell Snyder (26:29), Horacio
Maysonet (26:39) and Nick
Gehlsen (26:47) took the No.
6 through No. 9 spots. Jason
Minor (26:55) finished 11th
followed by Greg Leonard in
12th.
On Nov. 3rd, the Eagle men
will defend their 2006 crown
when they host the 2007 FSC/
NAIA Region XIV championships on Embry-Riddle’s
Daytona Beach campus.
BEAUFORT, S.C. – For the
first time in program history,
the Embry-Riddle women’s
cross country team had five
runners run sub-20 5K times
and posted a perfect score of

15 points to win the team title
at the Sand Shark Invitational,
hosted by the University of
South Carolina-Beaufort on
Saturday.
Sophomore Alex Salinas
broke her own school record,
racing to second place overall
in 18:29, 32 seconds faster than
her previous best.
Junior Beth McCubbin joined
Salinas as the only EmbryRiddle female to run faster than
19 seconds as she posted an
18:53 to take third.
Noelle Niblack (19:10), Lori
Costello (19:18) and Emily
Cook (19:46) all recorded personal bests, finishing fourth,
fifth and sixth, respectively.
Prior to Saturday’s race,

Francesca Martino had never
run faster than 21 minutes. On
Saturday, she bettered her time
by almost a minute, placing
seventh overall in 20:05.
Jen Haydt (20:31) was 10th,
Katrina Morgan (20:45) was
11th, Erika Langhauser (21:24)
was 15th and Kimber Wille
(21:48) was 18th, running under
22 minutes for the first time in
her career.
The women’s individual title
went to Michele LeFleur who
ran unattached in 17:31.
On Nov. 3rd, the Eagle
women will defend their 2006
crown when they host the 2007
FSC/NAIA Region XIV championships on Embry-Riddle’s
Daytona Beach campus.

Women fall to SCAD in OT
“SOCCER”

from FRONT

The 12th-ranked Savannah
College of Art and Design
(10-2-1, 4-1) women’s soccer
scored just under four minutes into overtime to edge the
Embry-Riddle (7-8, 3-2) women
1-0 in Florida Sun Conference
action, Saturday at the Delta
Athletic Complex.
The Bees had the better of
the offensive opportunities, outshooting the Eagles 34-8 with a
17-1 advantage in shots on goal.
But senior goalkeeper Stephanie
Taylor held the Bees at bay
throughout regulation, collect-

ing 16 saves in the match.
The Bees finally capitalized
on one of their shot opportunities
with 6:08 left in the first overtime period. Angela Kowalski’s
throw-in found SCAD’s leading
goal scorer Melissa Feuerrigel in
the box and Feuerriegel knocked
in her 16th goal of the season for
the SCAD win.
"I am incredibly proud of
our girls and their effort this
afternoon," ERAU head coach
Samantha Baggett said. "This
was a game where we fought
hard against a quality opponent
for 90 plus minutes. Obviously,
I wanted to get the win, but
sometimes you have to look
beyond the score and recog-

nize the effort given. We were
already short players and didn't
have Elina today, but the team
stepped up and showed a lot of
heart. Credit should be given to
Andy and his team for getting
the result. They have several
weapons you have to address.
I told our players that I finally
feel like we're demonstrating
the work rate needed to take
our program to the next level.
Hopefully, we can build on
this Tuesday against a talented
Florida Southern squad."
The Embry-Riddle women
will play their final regular season match at 7 p.m. on Tuesday
when they travel to Lakeland to
take on Florida Southern.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

Iron Eagles off to great start
Brian Richardson

Iron Eagles Rugby
The Eagles gathered together
this past Saturday morning Oct.
13th at the crack of dawn to
travel 250 miles to Florida State
University (FSU). Out of a team
of 44 eligible players, 18 were
able to clear their schedules for
the long road trip.
The game started off great if
you were FSU, as they got on
the board quickly with the first
score to go up 7-0. This was the
second week in a row that the
Eagle’s opponents scored early

on. Unfortunately for FSU, those
were the last points they would
earn during the game. Captian
Jordan Kiser and President
Sebastian Arrazola rallied the
troops and took it to FSU. Kiser
led the team with four scores
and set up the rest of the team’s
scoring opportunities.
Mike
Timpano scored three times and
Ben Catania got the second half
off after scoring two times.
The Eagles have increased
their record to 8-3 on the year and
have secured a trip to the Final
4 on Dec. 1st. They still have
a couple games to improve their
position, including hosting No. 1

UNF Nov. 3, at home, on the rec
fields North of the student village, time to be determined.
You can join Iron Eagles Rugby
anytime, as we do not make cuts
and there are no dues for your
first season. Rugby is easier to
learn than you think, and easier
on the your body than you have
heard. Come on out, we start
practice at 5 p.m. on the rec fields
north of the student village on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Eagles record so far this year
24-12 win over #3 ranked USF
34-19 win over #1 ranked UNF
18-7 win over # 7 ranked UCF
61-7 win over #5 ranked FSU

Jay Alfred

Brian Asbury

Carlos Bes Comeras

Jennifer Buzby

Jesenia Cadenas

Aeronautical Science
CSA

Aeronautics
Firearms Club

Software Engineering
Athletics

Air Traffic Management
Alpha Xi Delta

Aerospace Engineering
Latin and Hispanic
Stuet Org.

Theresa Cole

Jennifer Dolence

Jocelyn Dunn

Aaron Fuquay

Stef Gill

Aeronautics
Theta Phi Alpha

Air Traffic Management
Touch-N-Go

Aerospace Engineering
Athletics

Aviation Businees Admin.

Kappa Alpha Psi

Aeronautics
Riddle Players

Anthony Gonasekera

Mitchell Graves

Justin Grindell

Theresa Haines

Kristina Honore

Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Gamma Tau

Aerospace Engineering
Housing and Res. Life

Homeland Security
HSSA

Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Sigma Sigma

MSA
ODK

Courtney Hurd

James Kareis

Fletcher LaBarge

Tawnie Lane

Christian Lewis

Homeland Security
HSSA

Aerospace Engineering
Silver Wings

Aviation Businees Admin.

Riddle Players

Air Traffic Management
CSA

Aerospace Engineering
SGA

Mark Mebert

Casey Moore

Heather Owen

Kativa Patel

Andrew Reichel

Aerospace Engineering
Baseball Club

Aerospace Engineering
Alpha Xi Delta

Communications
Sigma Chi

Aeronautical Science
Aero. Science Dept.

Aeronautics
Delta Chi

Liezl Samios-Uy

Danielle Sands

Will Siegler

Ashley Tanner

Chris Tezak

Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Gamma Tau

Computer Engineering
Silver Wings

Aerospace Engineering
Touch-N-Go

Human Factors/Psych
Housing and Res. Life

Aerospace Engineering
The Avion Newspaper

Nick Weiss

Paul Zigler

Nick Zlokovich

Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Chi

Air Traffic Management
Pi Kappa Alpha

Aeronautical Science
Aero. Science Dept.

PrimeTime
Homecoming

You can vote on BlackBoard too!

Homecoming Court:
October 30 - November 1
On the Flight Deck
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Homecoming
King & Queen:
November 6 - 8
On the Flight Deck
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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World Bank protesters converge on D.C.
Mary Beth Sheridan

The Washington Post
White-helmeted District of
Columbia police briefly scuffled with protesters Saturday
during a demonstration outside
the World Bank, but no one was
seriously injured or arrested,
officials and protesters said.
The confrontation came after
violence erupted Friday night
during a protest in Washington’s
upscale Georgetown district.
Objects were thrown at store
windows, newspaper boxes were
overturned and a police officer was pushed from a scooter,
authorities said. Saturday was
quieter.
About 500 demonstrators
marched from Franklin Square,
near the White House, to World
Bank headquarters a few blocks
away. The protesters, a mix
of students, community activists and black-clad anarchists,
denounced the policies of the
World Bank and International
Monetary Fund, which are holding meetings this weekend.
The event was peaceful
except for a tense moment
in Edward R. Murrow Park,
across from the bank, where
the march ended. As delegates
arrived for the meetings midafternoon, several anarchists
charged the police line, according to officials and two demonstrators. Baton-wielding police
raced in, shoving protesters and
snatching their signs. A crowd
massed, shouting “Our streets!
Our streets!”

“They charged the police
line,” said D.C. Assistant Police
Chief Patrick Burke, head of
the homeland security bureau.
“Police lines cannot be broken.”
A protester who identified
himself as Bob Exe, 20, said
police struck him on the shoulder and nose with batons. The
Washington resident, who had
stuck a tissue into his bloodied
nose, said no one charged the
line but there “might have been
some pushing.” He acknowl-

“

They charged the
police line... Police
lines cannot be
broken.
-PATRICK BURKE

”

edged that the demonstrators
had been trying to block delegates from reaching the World
Bank.
Saturday’s event was a faint
echo of the anti-globalization
protests that brought huge
crowds to the city in past
years. In 2000, about 20,000
demonstrators converged on
Washington, disrupting parts of
downtown and clashing with
police.
At protests two years later,
D.C. police came under strong
criticism for arresting hundreds

of peaceful demonstrators without warning. The city has since
paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars in legal settlements and
adopted new protocols to prevent abuse of police power.
Two protesters were arrested
Friday night and charged with
assaulting police officers.
Hundreds of D.C. police were
on the streets for Saturday’s
protests, including SWAT
teams. Some anarchists yelled
insults at police, but others said
they had decided not to use
violence.
“We’ve got immigrants and
others we don’t want to put in
danger,” said Luke Kuhn, 42,
a self-described anarchist from
Maryland.
Other protesters warily eyed
the anarchists, who wore bandannas over their faces and
waved black flags.
“This is not the usual environment to see us in, surrounded by
people in balaclavas,” said Ben
Margolis, 27, a British demonstrator with the group Global
Call to Action Against Poverty.
“We’re here to demonstrate the
passion of civil society. We
call on the Bank and Fund to
become more transparent and
promote good governance and
end the negative conditions they
put on their loans.”
This weekend’s demonstrations were organized by the
loose-knit October Coalition
and drew people critical not
only of the international institutions but also gentrification,
U.S. immigration policies and
consumption of meat.

RICKY CARIOTI/WASHINGTON POST

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA POLICE briefly scuffled with protesters Saturday during a demonstration outside the World Bank in Washington, but no one was seriously injured or arrested,
officials and protesters said.

Libya, Vietnam join U.N. Security Council
Colum Lynch

The Washington Post

Libya and Vietnam were
elected overwhelmingly on
Tuesday to serve two-year
terms on the U.N. Security
Council, marking the diplomatic revival of two of the United
States’ former Cold War enemies, and raising the possibility of Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi one day presiding over
the world’s premier security
body.
The vote in the U.N. General
Assembly showed how much
the ideological map has been
redrawn at the United Nations
since the Cold War, when U.S.
troops battled communist forces in Vietnam and U.S. fighter
jets bombed Tripoli in retaliation for Libya’s 1986 attack
that killed two Americans at a
Berlin nightclub frequented by
U.S. servicemen.
Now, Washington is promoting oil and commercial deals
with its former adversaries.
The changes have been particularly dramatic with Libya,
which had been the target
of U.S. and U.N. sanctions for
its role in the 1988 bombing
by Libyan agents of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie,
Scotland, which killed 270
people.
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice met with
Gadhafi’s son last month and
is planning the first visit to
Libya by the top U.S. diplomat
in more than 30 years. Libya’s
U.N. envoy, Giadalla Ettalhi,
hinted Tuesday that the Libyan
leader might one day participate
in a Security Council meeting.
“Why not?” he said.
“They were involved in promoting terrorism for a long
time against Americans,” countered Vincent Cannistraro, a
former CIA expert on Libya
who served in the White House
when President Ronald Reagan
decided to bomb Tripoli. “To
see that we now liaise with the
Libyans, that we are promoting diplomatic relations, signing new oil agreements — it’s
kind of a bitter pill for a lot of
people.”
Relatives of the Lockerbie
victims expressed disappointment that the State Department
had not derailed Libya’s candidacy — as it did in 1995 and
2000 — even though Libya
had failed to fulfill its commitment to pay $10 million to
each of the victims’ families.
James Kreindler, a victims’
lawyer, said that Libya had
paid $8 million to each family
but refused to provide the final
$2 million due after Libya was
dropped from State’s list of terrorism sponsors.
Kathleen Flynn, whose son,
J.P., died in the Pan Am attack,
sat in the General Assembly visitors gallery as Libya received
the support of 178 of 192 U.N.
members in a secret ballot. “I
thought it was a very sad day
at the United Nations for us

and for Americans in general,” Flynn said. “We have now
let a terrorist nation that blew
up an American plane and
killed 270 innocent people
from 21 countries have a
seat on the U.N. Security
Council.”
“Any American government
that is ready to shake Gadhafi’s
bloody hands has lost any claim
to morality or patriotism,” said
Dan Cohen, whose 20-year-old
daughter died in the bomb-

“

We have now let
a terrorist nation
... have a seat on
the U.N. Security
Council.
-KATHLEEN FLYNN

”

ing. “But he has a lot of oil,
and perhaps that trumps everything.”
Ettalhi, the Libyan diplomat, insisted that his government had met its Lockerbierelated obligations. The issue is
“behind us,” he told reporters
after the vote. “I think our relations with the United States

nowadays are back to normal,”
he added.
Alejandro Wolff, the U.S.
deputy ambassador to the
United Nations, said the United
States would press Libya to
meet the final payment but that
it was time to turn a page. “The
world obviously does change,”
he said. But Wolff said he recognized the concerns of the
victims’ relatives who attended Tuesday’s meeting. “Their
presence was felt here today,”
he said.
Vietnam’s election to the
Security Council proved less
controversial in Washington,
where prominent Republican
and Democratic war veterans
have long pressed for closer ties. At the U.N. General
Assembly, Vietnam gained
183 votes in favor of its first
Security Council seat since it
joined the United Nations in
1977.
The U.N. Security Council
is made up of five permanent
members with veto power —
Britain, China, France, Russia
and the United States — and
10 rotating members that serve
two-year terms. Burkina Faso,
Costa Rica and Croatia also
won Security Council seats.
They will begin their two-year
terms on Jan. 1, 2008.

PHOTO COURTESY PAULO FILGUEIRAS

Pakistan P.M. Bhutto defiant in face of attack
Griff Witte

The Washington Post
Somber but defiant, former
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto
on Friday said the massive
attack that missed her but
killed 140 others on Thursday
would not deter her from seeking public office, even though
she continued to receive credible reports of plots against
her.
“We are prepared to risk
our lives and we are prepared to risk our liberty, but
we are not prepared to surrender our great nation to
the militants,” Bhutto told
journalists who packed into
her compound in this coastal
city. She vowed to press ahead
with her campaign to return
to the prime ministership and
restore democratic, civilian
rule to Pakistan.
In her first public comments since her narrow escape
Thursday night, Bhutto said she
had previously passed along
information to the government
warning that suicide squads
would be hunting her as she
returned to Pakistan after eight
years in exile. She also said
that she had sent the president,
Gen. Pervez Musharraf, a letter on Tuesday in which she
named three people who she
said are plotting to kill her.
“I know in my heart who
my enemies are,” Bhutto said.
She declined to publicly name
the three. But she said she has

been told specifically of a new
plot by would-be assassins to
disguise themselves as police
officers and try to kill her in
Karachi or in her home town
of Larkana.
Bhutto has been targeted in
the past by Islamic extremist
groups because of her secular
attitudes and ties to the West.
But she has also said retired
and active-duty members of
the military are conspiring
against her. Her party has long
opposed the military’s role in
government.
Deputy Information Minister
Tariq Azim Khan denied that
anyone from the military was
involved in the attack and said
that the strike showed “all the
hallmarks” of al-Qaida and the
Taliban.
Khan said that the government had warned Bhutto about
the threats on her life, asking
her to delay her homecoming,
and that she recklessly chose
not only to return but to take
part in a snail’s-pace procession through Kararchi that left
her vulnerable.
“She might have underestimated the threat that was being
posed,” Khan said.
Musharraf has ordered officials to conduct an inquiry into
the attack within 48 hours and
report to him with the names
of the organizers.
No one has asserted responsibility for the attack. The
Taliban commander who has
been blamed by some government officials, Baitullah

Mehsud, denied Friday that
he was involved — an unusual move by a member of an
insurgent group that is usually
quick to assert responsibility
for terrorist strikes.
Thursday’s attack was one
of the most devastating in
Pakistan’s history. It came at
the end of an otherwise joyous
day for Bhutto and her supporters. She had flown back to
Pakistan from Dubai, United
Arab Emirates, in the early
afternoon and was greeted by
hundreds of thousands of wellwishers.
Her procession was interrupted by what Bhutto said
Friday was at first thought to
have been a loud firecracker. It
turned out it was a grenade or
the first of two suicide attacks,
and it went off directly outside
Bhutto’s vehicle.
Less than a minute later,
there was another explosion,
more intense than the first, and
by then there was no doubt an
attack was under way. Soon
after, an unknown gunman
fired at the vehicle, she said.
Bhutto said all of the streetlights were out, making it difficult for security forces to
scan the crowd. “We couldn’t
see,” she said. “We were moving in the darkness.” She said
the government should investigate who shut off the lights.
But she did not blame the
government for what happened, instead praising the
work of the police officers
who guarded her convoy,

many of whom were killed.
Bhutto also lauded the work of
her own security forces. Even
before the attacks, she said,
they had detained one man
with a pistol and another with
a suicide belt.
On Friday, Bhutto wore a
black armband and spoke of
those who had died. But she
also expressed a resolve to
carry on. “This was a dastardly
and cowardly attack,” she said,
adding that it was carried out
by an extremist minority that
does not represent the views of
most Pakistanis.
“We believe democracy
alone can save Pakistan from
disintegration and a militant
takeover,” she said.
Bhutto and Musharraf have
been in controversial negotiations that she says are aimed
at restoring democratic rule
to Pakistan, eight years after
the general seized power in
a military coup. If the negotiations succeed, Bhutto could
become prime minister again
after parliamentary elections
in January.
Thursday’s attack further
clouds the upcoming campaign
season, however. Insurgents
are likely to target other political gatherings, and Khan said
Friday the government would
propose a ban on large political
rallies in the nation’s streets.
Such events are a staple of
politics in Pakistan.
“Freedom has its price,” he
said. “We have to make sure
the lives and property of our

citizens are safeguarded.”
Thursday’s attack took a
heavy toll on the rank-and-file
activists of Bhutto’s Pakistan
People’s Party — many of
whom are peasants or factory
workers.
At the Karachi morgue
Friday, hundreds of people
streamed in looking for relatives. Many had been to half a
dozen hospitals, hoping their
loved ones had merely been
injured.
Once at the morgue, they
confronted a grim task: They
had to inspect body after body
in a room where, by late afternoon, the stench had become
overpowering.
“The bodies were unrecognizable,” said Ghulam Ahmad,
who searched unsuccessfully
for his cousin. “The faces
were gone. The stomachs were
open. Some were without the
lower part. Some were without
the upper part.”
When Farooq Awan found
his cousin’s body, it was
hard to tell he had even been
injured. There was just a
single, dime-size hole in the
back of 28-year-old Chaudhry
Shahid’s head, forged by a
piece of high-velocity shrapnel. “He was a very good guy,”
Awan said. “He was part of
Benazir’s security. He gave his
life for her.”
There was not much time to
linger on the thought. Awan had
found his cousin. But another
quest awaited: “We are still
searching for my brother.”
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New midshipmen sworn in Phi Delta Theta
Willy Tolba
NROTC

Following nearly six weeks of
fast-paced, high-pressure orientation, the Navy ROTC program
swore in 59 freshman midshipmen last Tuesday at a ceremony
held at the Track facility. The
candidates underwent over 100
total hours of physical training, classroom instruction and
drill practice in a loud, hectic
pressure-cooker environment.
The training had a marked
impact on the candidates. “You
can definitely tell the difference from when they checked
in, to the graduation,” said
Steve Maro, the midshipman in
charge of the orientation. “The
difference in maturity, military
bearing, and character was positively phenomenal.”
The six-week process is a
change from the past four years,
when the orientation was con-

centrated into a five-day period
right before the start of the
semester. “We did something
new,” Maro continued, “it tested their endurance and will to
be here; we wanted to try a new
process, where we would be
able to evaluate [prospective
midshipmen] and screen them
in before we accepted them into
the program.” Of the 76 candidates who started the process,
only the 59 were eventually
sworn in.
“The greatest improvement
of the new program was the
camaraderie developed in the
group,” Maro concluded. “The
learning curve is huge, so they
have to learn teamwork and
how to adapt quickly. They get
to bond with each other a lot
better [than in the past]. They
might be 20 years into a Navy
career and they’ll still remember Embry-Riddle and Charlie
company [the orientation platoon]. That sense of friendship

and bonding really strengthens
the unit as a whole.”
The ceremony was attended
by Rear Adm. Victor Guillory,
the Navy ROTC unit’s flag
officer sponsor and the soonto-be Commander of Surface

Warfare.
Aside from running and drill,
the freshmen took weekend
trips to the Naval stations in
Mayport and Jacksonville to
visit two aviation squadrons and
an active destroyer.

NSCS welcomes new members
Bob Scheid
NSCS

The Embry-Riddle chapter of the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars held its
annual induction ceremony
last weekend, bringing 46 new
members into its ranks.
Doyan Adewumi, the chapter’s vice president, presided over the ceremony and
encouraged applause at every
turn. He also introduced the
Distinguished Member of the
Year, Dr. Tom Connolly, who

was unfortunately absent; Rich
Nicols of First Year Programs
accepted in his place and gave a
small speech about how fantastic it is to see so many campus
leaders.
Cathy Downes, Associate
Dean of Students (and, as
Doyan called her, the “mother
of all students”), then delivered
the keynote address, speaking about the core values of
the organization. She asked
who we would honor, who
has inspired us, and how we
will engage the university, and
urged the new initiates to do
things for the community and

for their fellow students while
they are here.
Then came the actual initiation, where the new members
were called up to receive their
pin and recite the oath of membership. The new members
are, in alphabetical order, Lazir
Ablaza, Anita Adams, Joseph
Bahoum, Frank Barnes, Michael
Bedard, Joel Brown, Khoy
Callwood, Matthew Carlton,
Luca Cernuschi, Rachel Choi,
Wesley Clapper, Brad Couto,
Jeremy Custer, Ryan Dantis,
Jason Davis, Joseph De Pre,
Albane
Flamant,
Daniel
Ganter, Michael Gervasio,

Chase Richardson
Phi Delta Theta

This semester’s Greek Night
with the Flock was a complete success and the brothers
of Phi Delta Theta were glad
to show their full support at
the event. Greek Night was
compromised of events where
the fraternities and sororities
competed not only to show
pride in their Greek organization but to support EmbryRiddle’s athletic teams as well.
Greek letters filled the stands
of the ICI Center and showed
that our primary purpose was
to support the athletic teams.
In between games at the volleyball match and at the soccer field, representatives of
Greek organizations competed
in events that contributed to a
point total.
The events at Greek Night
included a school spirit contest,
Moe’s burrito eating contest,

a volleyball serving knockout
contest, a toga contest, and
an egg toss competition. Phi
Delta Theta was proud to have
the largest percentage of their
chapter and their pledge class
in attendance. Representing
Phi Delta Theta, brother Larry
Obias also won first place in
the toga competition at the volleyball match. Brothers Chris
Tezak and Jon Mento won first
place in the egg toss event at
the soccer match as well. By
winning these events, the Fall
2007 Greek Night Award went
to Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
The brothers of Phi Delta
Theta would like to congratulate Nicole Axtell for organizing an excellent event and
the athletic program for allowing us to be a part of their
successful season. We look forward to competing next semester and would like to thank
all of the Greek organizations
for showing their support. Go
Eagles!

Alpha Phi Omega

Thomas Griffith, Joshua
Groce, Blake Guiles, Andrew
Herter, Muhammad Imran, Joel
Johnson, Adam Kretowicz,
Brian Ladson, Brian Lenahen,
Daniel Morrison, Martin
Njiraini, Cuauhemo Nuñez,
John-Anthony Owen, Dhawal
Kuma, Michelle Rodio, Matt
Savage, Aaron Schwarz,
Kenneth Stanley, Benjamin
Tegge, Daniel Torres, Stephen
Trammell and Matthew Witt.
The next major event for the
ERAU chapter of NSCS is a
blood drive, being hosted Nov.
14-16 on campus. We’d love to
see you there!

PHOTO COURTESY ALPHA PHI OMEGA

PHOTO COURTESY BOB SCHEID

ALPHA PHI OMEGA TEAMED up with the Port Orange
YMCA on Saturday Oct. 13 to help run their fall festival.
Activities ranged from a spooky village, a craft area, smores
and trunk-o-treating (above). The Fraternity caravaned
around the facility and handed out candy to kids in the community dressed in Halloween attire.

Diversity services sponsors programs Water sports club
Joanne Detore-Nakamura

Dir. of Diversity Initiatives
The Campbell Middle School
project is one of the many new
initiatives run out of The Office
of Diversity Initiatives. It is
an example of our long-term
recruiting efforts. Another one
of these programs is the Girls
Exploring Math and Science
(GEMS) Camp that I ran in the
summer, for girls ages 8-13.
These long-range recruiting
efforts are part of the praxis portion of the research that I analyzed which showed that if we
want students to enter Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Math (STEM) disciplines during college, we need to reach
them at least by middle school
or before. Campbell Middle and
the GEMS camp are two programs that do just that.
The year-long Campbell
Program infuses the curriculum with aviation and aerospace activities provided by our
very talented faculty: namely
Dr. Jayathi Raghavan, Dr.
Maranda McBride, Dr. Robert
Owen, Dr. Mary Snow, Dr. Rich
Snow, Professor Lisa Davids,
Mr. Uyi Idahosa, Dr. Mike
Hickey and me, Dr. Joanne
Detore-Nakamura. The faculty
have generously donated their
time and talents beyond their
responsibilities at work because
they believe in this project. Our
Career Services department,
under the direction of Lisa Scott
Kollar, also created a wonderful “Flight Plan Booklet” that
students can use to chart their
course for the future.
Campbell Middle School students will also get to see ERAU
up close. Our flight and engineering departments have been
very helpful. Dr. Frank Richey
is coordinating three tours of the

labs in the COA that will take
place in November. I will be
showing an ERAU film before
hand to get the students excited about ERAU. In the spring,
Dr. Chris Grant will coordinate
three tours of the engineering
labs. Students at Campbell will
also travel to NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center.
We also have the help of
many volunteer students such as
Ronnie Wilson, aerospace engineering, who is the President of
our leadership honor society,
Omicron Delta Kappa, and is
beginning a tutoring program
after school. We also have other
students such as Joe Antonucci,
business, and Kevin Mock,
aerospace engineering, who
have donated their own time
and coordinated student volunteers from ERFSEDS, our
rocket club. Students like Carol
Rose and Jennifer MacRae have
also given their time and talent to this program, as well
as several other student volunteers like Stephanie Perez,
Chris Ramirez, Laura Guzman,
Wiljariette Hernandez and
Rosalynn Aguilar.
Under the direction of
Captain Alan Moore and Lt.
Seth Rumler, we also have some
Midshipmen from NROTC and
several AFROTC students who
helped during our kick-off. The
Midshipmen will also be volunteering at the school throughout
the year to assist with tutoring or
chaperoning events. Staff such
as Ms. Paula Reed, Director
of the Women’s Center, will
be making periodic visits to
Campbell and so will our NASA
speakers that we have scheduled for our Diversity Lecture
Series, such as alumna Debbie
Martinez, who is featured on
NASA’s website about successful Latina women in NASA.
One of the most exciting parts

of this liaison is that I arranged
to have the Experimental
Aviation Association (EAA)
donate a full-tuition scholarship to one lucky Campbell
Middle School student at their
Air Academy in Wisconsin. The
scholarship includes tuition plus
room and board. In addition, the
EAA also waived the membership fees for all 286 Campbell
6th grade students.
We have also received generous donations of materials from
NASA, the Aircraft Owners and
Pilots Association (AOPA), and
the EAA. We also provided program t-shirts and frisbees that
I designed, featuring our new
slogan, “Get Your Head in the
Clouds: Launch Your Future
at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University.”
The year-long program culminates in a week-long highenergy summer camp on the
Daytona campus coordinated
by my office, and directed
and staffed by Volusia County
Schools and ERAU student
counselors.
This program is about providing a transformational experience for students at Campbell
Middle School. We hope that
their graduates will find their
way to Embry-Riddle and into
the aerospace and aviation
industries.
This program has the full support of Dr. Johnson and his
wife, Maurie, who is one of the
best PR spokespersons for our
university and for the diversity
office. Mrs. Johnson’s passion
is helping to enable underrepresented students to enter into the
exciting world of aviation and
aerospace via Embry-Riddle.
Volusia County has pledged
a full-time Science Academic
Coach, Ms. Latisha Brown,
who will be implementing the
activities and coordinating the

scheduling at Campbell.
We are always grateful for
donations to our Office of
Diversity Initiatives to help
fund these vital programs.
Please feel free to contact me
at detor6ee@erau.edu or (386)
226-4914, or to go through
our Development Office,
https://fusion.erau.edu/
givingto/give_step01.cfm,
and ear-mark your donation for one of our new programs in the Office of Diversity Initiatives.

Steven Hess

Water Sports Club
As some of you may already
know, but many of you may not,
the ERAU water sports club
has been up and running again
for the past two semesters. We
are talking with companies in
Florida about the possibility
of getting a sponsorship so we
could get a new wakeboard/ski
boat to use! We also are going
to begin competing in intercol-

legiate ski and wakeboard competitions! Before we move forward with this, we need to know
how much support and interest we have within the student
body! Remember, you can also
join the club just to come out
and ride, learn how to do new
things and have fun, you don’t
have to compete! Please send
an email with your name, email,
and student number to erauwatersports@gmail.com if you are
interested so we can have an
accurate count! Thanks!
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Safety on campus SGA seeks feedback
Christopher Kohler

Associate Justice

It is important to keep yourself personally safe on and off
campus. There are a variety of
easy ways students can protect
themselves against crime on
campus. The number one way
to prevent theft is to keep your
doors locked in the Residence
Halls. After a while, some students become complacent about
safety and leave their doors ajar
or unlocked. Because of this,
we have seen an increase in
thefts this October. If you keep
your door locked, you eliminate the opportunity to have
your personal items stolen. If
you decide to keep your door
ajar, be sure to be near the door,
not creating an easy opportu-

nity for unwanted guests.
In addition, lock your bicycles. Bicycles have high theft
rates because of the ease of

“

Our best
defense against
crime on
campus is you.

-CHRISTOPHER KOHLER

”

stealing them. This past month,
an O’Connor Resident had a
$1,000 bicycle stolen from the
campus. It is hard to keep track
of individual bicycles because
they are abundant and easily

visible. The Student Court recommends the Campus Safety
“Lease a Lock” program. This
program is available to all students and is a safe and secure
way to lock your bicycle. Go
to the Parking and Traffic
Services Office in the Student
Center for more details.
Our best defense against
crime on campus is you, the
students. Keep a vigilant eye
on your personal belongings
and do not put yourself in a situation that could compromise
your security. Reporting all
suspicious activity to Campus
Safety is the best way to keep
everyone’s belongings on campus safe. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel
free to stop by the SGA office
and ask to speak to the Student
Court.

Student court helps students
Christopher Kohler

Associate Justice
Everyone on campus has
may have heard of the Student
Court in some capacity or
another. However, most people
do not know about the roles and
responsibilities of the Student
Court. The Student Court was
initially formed as a way for
students to appeal their parking
tickets. Over time, we have
evolved to a group of students
that hear cases ranging from
Parking and Traffic violations,
University violations, academic violations and even some
Housing violations. We work
on many items that deal with

campus safety, thefts, parking rules and regulations, Safe
Ride enforcement and other
special projects. In addition,
we are charged with the task of
interpreting the constitutions
of the Student Government
Association.
The court works closely
with the other groups in the
SGA, such as the Student
Representative Board.
We
support their efforts with the
issues brought up on campus.
The Student Court is a group
that assists in the betterment of
our campus, making it a better learning environment for
Embry-Riddle students.
This semester we are working on adding two short-term,

15-minute parking spots near
the maintenance building,
improving motorcycle parking, increasing lighting in the
areas damaged by the tornado,
and everyone’s favorite subject, parking on campus. The
Student Court also conducts
Parking and Traffic School and
Handbook Classes.
Furthermore, the Student
Court
works
with
the
University’s administration
and the Deans to resolve any
issues that students may face.
The Student Court is a fair and
impartial judicial body. If you
have any concerns about an
issue on campus, please come
by the SGA office to see a
Representative.

Randa Yaacoub

Student Representative

works on every suggestion
they get until they reach the
most satisfactory solution for
each suggestion. Also, every
student who provides their
contact information on their
suggestion will be contacted
within two weeks, whether by

boxes, such as the Bank of
America ATM machine that
will be installed in the Student
Village before Christmas break
and the Flex Car service. The
suggestion boxes are one of the
most important services that
SGA provides to its students,

The Student Government
Association is concerned with
its students on Embry-Riddle’s
campus. All the student representatives
are
looking forward to
working on all your
concerns. So please
write all your suggestions and drop
them in the SGA suggestion boxes located
in Lehman Building
(first floor/ lobby),
Club Mail Room,
Flight Line, College
of Aviation (first
floor/lobby), Student
Village (outside buffet), and Laundry
Room
(McKay).
The
Student
Representative Board
is also looking into
getting more suggestion boxes on campus.
There have been
some
complaints
that these suggestions are not looked
RANDA YAACOUB/SGA
at seriously by the THE DIAGRAM ABOVE SHOWS the process that the SGA uses to
representatives. On handle student concerns and suggestions. All of the suggestions are
the contrary, there is handled by the Student Representative Board and are responded to
an assigned process within two weeks of receiving the comment.
that goes on every
week. The process
starts by you writing a sugges- the suggestion box liaison or because through it students
tion and dropping it in any of by the committee related to get to be a significant part of
the suggestion boxes, then the their concerns.
SGA by participating with their
suggestion box liaison, Randa
All representatives are here suggestions, which makes treYaacoub, goes around campus to serve you and to improve mendous differences on camand collects all suggestions services on campus. A lot of pus. Please do not hesitate to
every Friday. She then goes the SGA’s latest projects have express your suggestions. We
through all of them and assigns been driven by the suggestions are here for you, and we want
each suggestion to a related that the representatives have you to become an active memcommittee. Each committee gathered from the suggestion ber of ERAU’s SGA.
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Meet your Student Representatives
College of Arts and Sciences

Born and raised in Northern
Michigan (primarily Traverse
City), two years ago I chose
to leave the perpetual cold
and snow
in
favor
of sunny
Daytona.
In
college, I dual
enrolled at
the local
community
college,
taking priAnna
vate and
Egbert
instrument
Student Rep. g r o u n d
and logging hours in a 172 Cessna; it
was there that I first heard of
Embry-Riddle.
In elementary school, Sally
Ride was my hero (I may have
been a bit of a dork) and by
eighth grade, after attending

space camp (my long-time
dream), I was positive I was
going to be an astronaut. In
high school, I began researching
ways in which I could become
involved with space program,
but wasn’t all that enthralled
with the options (Naval
Academy, Air Force Academy,
etc). Then, I learned of EmbryRiddle’s Engineering Physics
program and was immediately
captivated (the Florida aspect
didn’t hurt either).
Having completed two years,
I can honestly say that I am glad
I chose Embry-Riddle (over the
University of Michigan). I love
the small-but-not-too-small
community aspect of Riddle,
the approachable professors
and small class sizes, and I
appreciate the opportunities for
research and industry experience. However, there are many
things at Riddle, as there are at

any institution that could use
some degree of improvement.
In my limited time here, the
SGA has done a fantastic job
at instigating improvement and
change and so when election
time came around this year, I
decided to take part.
I am a member of the Honors
Program, Honors Student
Association Secretary, a physics
grader, student assistant at the
Physical Science’s Department
front desk and last semester I
worked at the local elementary
school helping students improve
their math and reading skills.
And now, I am really excited
about representing the College
of Arts and Sciences on SGA’s
Student Representative Board. I
don’t have any experience, but
I do have a lot of ideas, enthusiasm and willingness to work.
So thank you, Embry-Riddle,
for electing me into office!

Every student at ERAU could
remember their college experience as
positive or
negative,
and usually the individual student is the
one who
makes this
choice.
Randa
For me, a
Yaacoub
successful
Student Rep. and interesting college life
should be full of learning, fun
and memorable moments, both
good and bad.
Work hard, play hard; in
order to work and achieve more
you need a good and supportive
environment where you can create magnificent friendships that

grow stronger and last forever.
I am Randa Yaacoub, born
and raised in Cairo, Egypt, and I

effective leader.
Through the coming semesters, I intend on helping students by answering to their
appeals. This can be achieved
through listening to students
themselves, whether it be their
needs, complaints, or things
that they are looking forward
to seeing something changed or
added to the school. Because I
believe that every representative on the board is there for
the students, I would also love
to get to know most of the
faculty and the different departments so that I can serve as a
permanent connection between
the students and their faculty.
This is in hopes that such an
effort will help the students
better know their departments,
become more involved on campus and have a good and fruitful
college experience.

“

Every representative on the board
is there for the
students
-RANDA YAACOUB

”

am majoring in Human Factors
Psychology. As soon as I came
to ERAU, I joined Task Force
One where I got the chance to
be more involved with school
life and events. It also helped
me to know more about the
SGA and the basics of being an

College of Business
Hello, my name is Evan
Halbhuber and I am in senior
year majoring in Aviation
Business Administration. I am
originally
from Kansas
City, MO. if
you ask any
of my good
friends, they
will tell you
that I love
Kansas City
BBQ
and
watching
Evan
the Kansas
Halbhuber
City Royals.
Student Rep. My passion
for airports,
travel and the ocean helped
me in my decision to attend
Riddle. I am very happy and
My name is Ryan Gorman.
I am originally from Portland,
Ore. and I am in my final year
here at Embry-Riddle. I am
majoring in Aviation Business
Admini-stration, and am proud
to represent
the college of
business on
the student
representative board.
I am really
excited for
the upcoming
year with all
Ryan
of the things
Gorman
great things
Student Rep. that I have
planned.
I
worked
hard over the summer, along
with the Student Government
Association members and that
were here, to create a plan to
implement a recycling program
in the resident halls here on
campus. This program is currently under consideration by

pleased with my selection. I
am confident that I am receiving the best education in aviation business and acquiring the

“

I am very proud
and honored to
represent the
students here at
Embry-Riddle
-EVAN HALBHUBER

”

necessary tools to succeed in
my field.
I have been a member of
the Student Government
the campus administration and
we hopefully will see soon. I
am also currently working on
the Environmental Awareness
Committee to design a program that will be available
campus wide. We are trying to
get something that all students
can be involved in and make a
difference.
I am involved in many facets of campus life. I am an
active member of the Delta
Chi Fraternity and work in
admissions and the university
archives, Through the fraternity, I have participated in
many leadership events such
as the Delta Chi Leadership
Conference in Iowa City, Iowa
this past summer. There, I
learned many new skills that
will assist me in leading our
university into the future.
Many of you may also recognize me from my on campus
job. I work as a student tour
guide, leading new and prospective students around our

Representative board for three
years. I serve as the College
of Business representative,
as well as the Environmental
Awareness Committee chair.
Being a student representative has allowed me to meet
many of my peers and help
them with any questions or
problems they might have.
Through the Environmental
Awareness Committee, we
adopted a road last spring and
organized the Eco-art contest.
I hope to continue these traditions into this semester and
following years to come.
I am very proud and honored to represent the students
here at Embry-Riddle and hope
everyone will have a great and
wonderful semester.

campus. Recently, I started
working with the university
archives to assist in preserving
the history of our university.
I am excited to bring new
ideas and help represent you,

“

We all can
make change and
improve our campus for the future .
-RYAN GORMAN

the students, better. It is my
hope that we all can make a
change and improve our campus for the future. I encourage
anyone who sees me say hello,
and if you have any suggestions let me know, I would like
to hear them.

Student Representative Board meetings are at 12:45 p.m. every Tuesday in the
Endeavour conference room in the Student Center. All students are welcome.
Advertisement
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Boeing delays the 787 Security: More than
Matt Smith

Staff Reporter
Boeing recently announced
that the 787 project would be
delayed by six months amid
growing skepticism that the aircraft would actually be delivered on schedule in May 2008.
Boeing claims that the first
delivery of the aircraft could be
pushed back to December 2008
– over six months late. Richard
Aboulafia of the Teal Group in
Fairfax, VA, told USA Today
that the delay of the 787 is the
longest delay to date of introducing any new aircraft model
from Boeing. The first signs of
the delay came in August when
Boeing said that the first flight
of the 787 would have to be
pushed back at least a couple of
months.
Boeing claims that the delay
is due to poor production at
sites around the world, as well
as a worldwide lack of fasteners to put the aircraft together.
Overall, Boeing outsourced
over 70 percent of the work
for the first composite jet to
third parties around the world.

This takes massive coordination
from many companies around
the world and it has begun to
show. When one piece does not

replace its older planes and it’s
just that that would be pushed
back six months or a year.”
Part of an airlines contract with

fit, it can affect the assembly of
the rest of the plane. Much of
this outsourced work has now
made its way back to Boeing
itself, which has resulted in longer building times.
The launch customer of the
787, All Nippon Airways (ANA)
of Japan, as well as Australian
flag carrier Qantas, has said that
the delay of the 787 would not
have a significant impact on their
operation. Nomura Securities
analyst Makoto Murayama, said
the holdup was unlikely to have
a big impact on airliners. “It will
affect everyone, not just ANA,
and as a result, there won’t be
much of a negative impact,” he
told Reuters “ANA planned to

a manufacturer is a promised
delivery date, and if that date is
not met the airline usually gets
some type of reimbursement. So
far, only Qantas has said he will
be seeking compensation from
Boeing.
Many industry experts
are skeptical whether or not
Boeing’s six month delay is
actually enough. “It’s not going
to go the way they planned
it,” said Richard Aboulafia
of the Teal Group. Boeing’s
CEO James McNerney told
Aviation Week that “We wish
we didn’t have to do this, but
new kinds of innovation, as this
airplane represents, represents
challenges.”

just metal detectors
TSA adds
new devices
to security at
airports
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) is
implementing a new type of
security scanner at several airports throughout the country,
using more advanced technology than standard metal detectors.
The TSA website describes
two types of whole body
imaging which are starting to
be used more throughout the
nation. One is a process called
millimeter-wave technology. A
passenger is asked to step into
a hexagonal booth a bit larger
than a phone booth, where
millimeter-size radio waves

are projected onto the body
from two antennae that rotate
around the body. The second
method is called backscatter,
where a passenger stands up
against a wall as a low-power
X-ray is passed at high speed
over their body.
In both processes, a remote
computer is sent the scan
information and generates a
three-dimensional image of
the passenger and all metallic
and nonmetallic objects in and
on their bodies. This is superior to the current technology,
which uses magnetometers to
detect metal objects that a person may be carrying. In addition, the image generated can
allow for identification of any
objects or weapons and their
positions, instead of a generic beep indicating that some
piece of metal was detected.
Because of the detail available in these sensors, modesty
filters have been installed on
the backscatter sensors to blur
faces and certain other parts of
human anatomy. The millimeter-wave scanner generates a
more conventional X-ray-type

Aviation briefs
brought to you by

EAA
Celebrates End
Of Homebuilt
Law

PHOTO COURTESY BOEING

BOEING’S NEW 787 WILL be delayed up to six months, until December 2008 for delivery of
the first aircraft according to Boeing. The 787 was originally due in May of 2008.

People in Jacksonville,
Fla. are free to cover a rudder, rig an aileron or dope a
wing in the comfort of their
own home thanks to the local
council’s decision to quash
an ordinance that banned
anyone from working on aircraft in residential areas. The
so-called “Everett Law” was
unanimously struck from the

Advertisement

image that does not provide
much detail in its image. The
images cannot be stored or
printed, according to the TSA
website.
Backscatter and millimeter-wave scanners are being
used initially as alternatives
in secondary screenings; that
is, if a person is asked to
undergo a second screening
stage, they may choose one
of these scanning methods in
place of a standard pat-down
by TSA officers. A pilot program at Phoenix Sky Harbor
International Airport saw a
backscatter scanner installed
in February of this year, and
nearly 80 percent of passengers opted for that scan instead
of a pat-down; a millimeterwave system will be installed
this month, according to the
TSA website.
These new technologies
have already been installed in
airports in the United States,
and millimeter wave scanners have also been included
in other locations, such as
courts in Virginia, Illinois and
Colorado.

Belvoir Media Group, copyright 2007, www.avweb.com

books on Sept. 27. It was
named after the person who
took exception to that kind
of activity in his neighborhood and found like-minded
members of council to push
through an ordinance against
it. Although it was purely a
local issue, EAA, fearing a
precedent that might spread,
poured its considerable
resources into the fight in
support of the local chapter.

Falcon 2000DX
Certified

Dassault’s Falcon 2000DX
has been certified by both
EASA and the FAA and the
first one is already at the
company’s completion center in anticipation of an entry
to service by early 2008. The
2000DX is an update of the
Falcon 2000, which entered
service in 1989. “The Falcon
2000DX fills an important
niche in the Falcon product
line,” CEO John Rosanvallon
said in a news release “It’s
ideal for customers focused
on efficiency and low cost
of operation but needing the
size and performance of a
large-cabin business jet.”
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Final report on Proton
rocket failure is issued
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
International Launch Services
(ILS), a Virginia-based space
commerce company, announced
Oct. 11 that it had completed its
investigation into the failure of a
Proton rocket during launch on
Sept. 6.
It is now believed that a pyro
cable on the rocket’s interstage
was damaged and did not operate properly. This prevented
the activation of the explosive
bolts holding the first and second stage together. Anatoly
Perminov, director of the Russian
Space Agency and head of the
investigatory board, presented
the findings to an independent
oversight board several days
ago; that board will review the
findings and procedures of the

investigation committee.
From there, the accident
report will be forwarded to various other agencies, including
Kazakh environmental agencies
and insurance companies for the
Japanese satellite lost.
Jim Bonner, vice president
for ILS and head of the review
board, said in a press release that
he was “very confident that the
Russian State Commission was
able to conclude its investigation thoroughly and in a timely
manner.” He cited the recovery
of rocket hardware and flight
telemetry as major elements in
the investigation.
ILS, which holds sole sales
and mission management
authority over the Russian
rocket system, has been investigating the Proton that failed
to carry the JCSAT-11 satellite,
a Japanese telecommunications

satellite, into orbit.
The Proton was launched from
the Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan; the first stage operated as expected, and the second stage did ignite as planned
before shutting down when the
stages failed to separate.
The resulting crash spread
carcinogenic fuel, debris, and
equipment over an unpopulated
area of that country, and Space.
com reported last week that more
than 100 pieces of the rocket and
instrumentation were recovered.
Space.com also reports that the
Proton will return to service this
week with the launch of three
Glonass navigational system satellites aboard a single vehicle.
The first Glonass satellites were
launched almost exactly 25 years
ago, when a Proton rocket lifted
the first series of satellites into
orbit on Oct. 12, 1982.

Upcoming Cape Launches
As of presstime Sunday, shuttle Discovery remained set to take the Harmony module to the
International Space Station this morning at 11:38 a.m. See last week’s Avion for a preview of the 14
day mission. Meanwhile, the second flight of the mammoth Delta 4-Heavy rocket has been pushed
back again, this time by at least five days. Liftoff of the 24-story rocket, which will carry the 23rd
and final Defense Support Program satellite, DSP-23, is slated for around 9:45 p.m. local time Nov.
7 or 8 at the earliest. A preview of the flight will be published in an upcoming issue of The Avion.
While Discovery completes her mission, shuttle Atlantis is readying for the fourth and final space
shuttle flight of 2007, STS-122. Atlantis, carrying Europe’s long awaited Columbus science laboratory module, is due to lift off at 4:34 p.m. EST on Dec. 6. Atlantis will have just six days to launch,
however. Dec. 12 is the beginning of a 17-day period known as a beta-angle cutout, in which the
angle of the sun with respect to the orbit of the shuttle/ISS will exceed 60 degrees. This means the
docked combination of shuttle and ISS cannot stay oriented in a position such that it can dissipate
heat appropriately, and can also cause solar-power generation problems for the station.

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM’S newest satellite was successfully placed into
orbit 11,000 miles above the Earth Oct. 17. Liftoff of the 13-story Delta 2 rocket came on
time at 8:23 a.m. and the spacecraft, GPS 2R-17M, separated from the third stage 68
minutes later. It was the 56th GPS satellite launched overall in history.

Oct. 23
Space Shuttle Discovery
STS-120 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 module
Launch time: 11:38:20 a.m.
+/- 5 min. window

NET Nov. 7/8
Delta 4-Heavy
First operational flight
Last DSP satellite
Launch window:
about 9:45 - 10:43 p.m. EST

Dec. 10
Atlas 5
Classified NRO sat.
Launch time: TBA
Could move up to Dec. 6 if
shuttle slips

Dec. 6
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-122 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 “Harmony”
module
Launch time: 4:34 p.m EST
+/- 5 min. window

Dec. 20
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch window: TBD

NET Jan. 15
Atlas 5
ICO commercial comsat
Launch window: TBA
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Broadway to Daytona
Zach Mahone

Staff Reporter
Daytona will be hosting a
musical treat on Nov. 1 with
the arrival of the Broadway
musical “Rent” at the Peabody
Auditorium. “Rent,” a modern version of the opera La
Boheme, is set in New York’s
East Village. It’s an emotionally
stirring story of a community
of young artists struggling to
live and celebrate life. “Rent
is a musical that totally transformed musicals on Broadway.
It combines Rock and Roll with
powerful theater and a really
moving story,” said Jed Resnick
who plays the part of Mark in
the show. This is Jed’s second
National and Japanese tour with
the show
Now in its 12th anniversary
season, “Rent” is the theatrical experience that transformed
how a generation feels about

musicals, changed Broadway
forever and inspired a major
motion picture. The show will
be traveling all over the United
States from Chicago, Texas,
Wisconsin and much more. The
show will even be making a
stop in Tokyo in late December.
However, they will be performing only one night in Daytona.
Jed, who has been on the road
for over a year doing various
shows, says that, “traveling on
the time can be extremely taxing. Living out of a suite case all
the time is no fun, but he would
do anything for the show.”
Unique to this tour is the
addition of Heinz Winkler and
Anwar Robinson. Winckler was
the winner of the first South
African Idol in 2002 and the
4th place finalist in the 2003
inaugural World Idol competition, in which he competed
against American Idol winner
Kelly Clarkson. Robinson was
the seventh place finalist on the

fourth season of American Idol.
Tickets for the show usually
run from $35 to $50 if you
purchase them on ticketmaster
before the show. However, if
you are feeling lucky or broke,
a select number of orchestra seats (usually in the front
two rows) will be on sale for
$20 per seat on the day of each
performance. There is a limit
of two tickets per person, cash
only, and tickets are sold two
hours before performance time.
People usually line up pretty
early since these seats are limited.
Additional
information
about the show can be found
at
www.rentthetour.com.
For
information
regarding the purchase of tickets, directions, and other
upcoming shows at the
Peabody Auditorium call
(386) 671-3461 or visit
www.broadwayindaytonabeach.
com.

Coheed has new sound

No World for Tomorrow

Coheed and Cambria

Billy Sohl

Staff Reporter
It’s been a bumpy road for
Coheed and Cambria, but the

comic book-inspired prog rockers are finally back. Losing a
drummer, and temporarily
a bassist, caused some worry
among fans anxious to hear the
follow up to Good Apollo... volume one.
Good Apollo, I’m Burning
Star IV, Volume Two: No World
for Tomorrow may not shape up
to the extremely experimental
sound of earlier ‘Heed but it’s
still a great album.
Front man Claudio Sanchez’s
experience with his Prize
Fighter Inferno side project
clearly influenced this album.
The album starts with a decent
injection of electronica in the
early songs that bleeds off as
the album moves on. For some
people this may be a bit of an
annoyance, but it ties in with the
last album very well.
Other influences can be
heard clearly. While many of
their older works have rung

PHOTO COURTESY THEMARKETINGGROUP.NET

with tones of Pink Floyd, this
album seems to have more Led
Zeppelin and Slash inspired
solos. These give more variety
to the album than some of their
past work but at times come off
as a bit disjointed.
No World for Tomorrow also
marks a change in Claudio’s
singing. His register for the
most part is lower, for the most
part, than in previous albums.
This works two fold to create a darker atmosphere for the
conclusion to the Amory Wars
saga.
In the end, the album provides
a great mix of paces and style
and is a clear improvement over
its older brother. Some songs
stand out including “Feathers,”
“Gravemakers & Gunslingers,”
and “Radio Bye Bye.”
This album provides a solid
end to the story, and will leave
you excited to hear how they’ll
begin it with their next album.

PHOTO COURTESY SONY BMG

Clooney in corporate America is dry but entertaining

Michael Clayton

Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter

“Michael Clayton” was one
of those movies that I didn’t
particularly enjoy watching,
but throughout the film I knew
that it was a good film nonetheless. Don’t get me wrong,
I still enjoyed the movie as
a whole, but I couldn’t walk
out of the film without feeling a little depressed and lifeless. Despite this obviously
engineered aftertaste, there
is little doubt that “Michael
Clayton” is quite a superb
film with a great feeling and
excellent acting, all of which
manage to pull you into
the deep dark world of

modern corporate America.
The film takes place in and
around New York City and
stars George Clooney as Mr.
Michael Clayton. The main
thrust of this film was the
somewhat murky ethics that
are involved with corporate
America and the legal circus-play that can sometimes
accompany them. The film
was a great legal thriller from
start to finish, and while there
are not too many movies like
it in modern cinema, it does
hold up extremely well against
the much larger and grandiose
films of today. Overall, the
plot was extremely gripping,
and throughout the movie you
don’t want it to end anytime
soon. All of the pacing was
near perfect, and the screenplay was excellently written
so that all the legal babble
came off as understandable
and flowing.
To go along with the great
screenplay and story, “Michael
Clayton” was shot with an
extremely dark, drab and
gloomy feel. It is almost as
if “Michael Clayton” took
all of the grey, cold and
black of a New York winter
and somehow transferred them
to cellulose film. This grey
mood really accents the films
plot, story and feeling, all
of which leave a somewhat
depressing yet satisfied taste
in your throat by the film’s
end.
“Michael Clayton” was
brought to life with some

absolutely superb acting from
its lead actors. The star of
the film, George Clooney, has
certainly come a long way
from the Batman and Robin
movie and is now practically
gripping on the screen. His
dark, depressed performance
as the flawed “fix anything”
lawyer Clayton was quite
engaging and kept your attention throughout the film. To

help him out was an amazing
performance
from
Tom
Wilkinson as a manic depressive lawyer, who stops taking
his pills and has an epiphany about his life, which
ends up creating the plot
for this film. The cast
was top-notch all around and
did a perfect job of bringing this dark legal thriller to
life while keeping the flawed,

dark feel of all the characters
and the setting.
“Michael Clayton” was a
movie that fans of film should
probably check out. It was
somewhat dark and drab in
both setting and story, but
that feeling was certainly by
design and was meant to compliment the film as it does. The
stellar performances of it’s
cast keeps this film alive and

bright throughout the grey,
while the engaging thriller
story and awesome screenplay keep you in your seat.
Its message, while not outright
spoken, certainly does sink
into your mind by the end of
the film, and you certainly
leave the theater feeling that you have gotten
your moneys worth from this
excellent film.

R.E.M. requires a certain mood to enjoy

R.E.M. Live
R.E.M.

Billy Sohl

Staff Reporter
Iconic alternative rockers
R.E.M. may have done a ton in
their career, but until now have
never released a live album.
R.E.M. Live is 22 song CD/

DVD set with plenty to offer
the bands fans.
Michael Stripe is as strange
as ever in the DVD. He takes
to the stage wearing a suit and
painted on bandit mask. Crazy,
flowing, trippy dancing ensues
as he apparently gets lost in his
music.
Peter Buck and Mike Mills
on the other hand, stay fairly
static through the performance.
Mills comes to the front during the encore for “(Don’t Go
Back To) Rockville” but even
there, he’s a bit upstaged by
Stripe.
The DVD’s filming can take
some getting used to. It starts
out exceptionally jumpy, to the
point of inducing motion sickness. Random shots from what
appears to be the feed of other
cameras can get a little confusing.
Fortunately though, the camera work gets much smoother
as the show goes on. “Electron

Blue” and “Imitation of Life”
in particular show some great
filming.
The music also starts off

“

Michael Stripe is
as strange as ever
in the DVD.
-BILLY SOHL

”

extremely slow. For about the
first five songs, there is little
to no energy. But once it picks
up, it’s almost impossible not
to get up and dance along.
As soon as they hit “Bad
Day” the atmosphere changes
completely. Stripe’s energy
skyrockets as does the crowd’s.
You can clearly hear them start

singing along and cheering
louder than ever, culminating
in a fabulous encore.
Protest songs “I Wanted to
be Wrong” and “Final Straw”
drew a lot of attention from the
Dublin audience, as did their
finale “Losing My Religion.”
But none of this could hold
a candle to the final song of
their encore. They completely
reworked “Man on the Moon”
into an amazingly energized
crowd pleaser with the entire
audience dancing along.
Overall
though,
the
songs sound pretty similar to their original recordings. An audience recording
and slight tempo increase could
probably have produced these
off the masters.
In the end, this album is pretty good but it isn’t for everyone. Definitely one of those
albums you’ll have to get in
the mood for, unless you skip
straight to the second disc.

‘Portal’ is fun in more than one dimension

Portal

Jason Preston

Guest Reporter
PHOTO COURTESY WARNER BROS. PICTURES

Think of the most complex
puzzle you know of... a rubix
cube, sudoku, maybe mine-

sweeper on your computer. For
those intrepid few that always
wanted a game that could constantly challenge the mind as
well as reflexes, “Portal” is the
incarnation of this, but be careful what you wish for.
Without diving too deep into
the storyline, here's an overview. The character you play as,
a young woman named Chell,
awakens from a stasis bed within a test chamber of the Apature
Science and Enrichment Center.
Her guide, the AI GLaDOS
(Genetic Lifeform and Disk
Operating System), informs her
she must pass an array of potentially hazardous tests. Once
complete she is to be rewarded
with "cake and grief counseling" for enduring this ordeal.
However, things are not as
they appear and soon you will
find yourself not only passing
tests, but also trying to survive
against GLaDOS.

Now, for those of you who
enjoy a large arsenal of weapons, multiple combinations to
best destroy everything in sight,
too bad. Chell has but one,
more so a tool if anything else,
the Aperture Science Handheld
Portal Device (Portal Gun). It
can create two portal openings
at a time, as well as an ability
to pick up objects in a similar fashion to the Gravity Gun
of Half Life 2, although it lacks
the ability to pull objects from
a distance and hurl them across
the map. If you are confused
about what purpose this game,
complete Half Life 2: Episode 2
and it should be remotely clear
what is going on. Those of you
who enjoy things like quantum physics, you will definitely
enjoy this game.
Let us think a little. Einstein
proved that we exist in a four
dimensional universe (height,
width, depth, time). Most first-

person shooters involve the player on the ground firing away at
everything in his/her path. You
don't require much brainpower
for Halo now do you? “Portal”
has the player thinking in all
four dimensions at the same
time. Good timing + excellent
problem solving of 3-D puzzles
= survival. "If at first you don't
succeed, you fail." If you have
seen the trailers, you already
are aware of how seemingly
impossible so have the movements from point A to B can
be made. As for those silly few
who thought it was impossible
to visualize infinity, obviously
never opened a portal directly
above and below them, thus
constantly falling. I would recommend this to anyone, from
those who just want to have a
fun game to play, to those who
need something the tear them
away from the abomination that
is WoW.
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SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Fruits & Veggies
ACROSS
1 Carbonated drink
5 Dada
9 Anglo-______
14 V.P.’s boss
15 Great Expectations Character
16 Backbone
17 Amtrack Track
18 Clothing stitch
19 Beowulf
20 That (possessive)
21 Off the path
23 Fish stories
24 Constellation of the twins
26 Violets ___ blue
28 Cow sound
29 Shenanigans
31 Stage light cover
34 Soft fabrics
37 Austen’s prejudice partner
39 Calaboose
40 Luau dish
41 Cajole
42 Good in drinks, or a bad car
44 Can rub out

47
48
50
51
52
56
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Ball holder
Do what you’re told
Building addition
Those who make the food laws (abbr.)
Pouch-like cavity with one opening
Former Red letters
Disturbance
Neighbor of Fla.
Blot (2 wds.)
Howl with laughter
Negative (prefix)
Natural aptitude
Solarity
Vegetable with great hearing
Gambling game
Beers
Pod vegetables

DOWN
1 Small bunch of flowers
2 Speak in public
3 Rationalism
4 The Joy of Singing subject
5 A very emotional fruit
6 A wager (2 wds.)

7 Fruit shaped like a light bulb
8 _ matter
9 South southeast
10 It can’t compare to an orange
11 Baker’s dozen
12 Fairy tale opener
13 Loch __ monster
21 After awhile
22 Sweet potato
25 Adult insect
27 Sen.’s colleague
29 Old __ (U.S. flag)
30 “Heat if the Moment” creator
31 Boy’s friend
32 Shaving-gel brand
33 Bruce __
34 No charge
35 Green citrus fruit
36 Fencing sword
38 Shekel
39 Bacon-lettuce-tomato
sandwich
43 Affirmative gesture
45 Clasps
46 Alack’s partner

49 Lawyer’s test
51 Product of your works, or (e.g.) a
grape vine
53 Long, skinny boat
54 Radical
55 Big water pipes
56 Defunct football league
57 Fly alone
58 Petty fight
60 __ Major (Big Dipper)
61 Common slang word
62 Dark green vegetable
65 Not against
67 American College of Physicians (abbr.)

Submit your completed crossword
to our office in SC 110. All correct
entries will be entered to win a $10
Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries
are due Friday by 5 p.m. Winner
will be announced in the next issue.
Good luck!

Last Issue
Grrreat

WINNER: Justin Halbsgut

OOPS, MY BAD!!

Winner of Shamrock & Shenanigans: Stef Gill.
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Roommates

HOUSING /
Roommates

HOUSING /
Roommates

Ormond by the Sea
2 roommates wanted on the
beach side, close to ocean. Furnished with cable and wireless
internet. $450 a month per
room. Contact Brian at
386-405-2081 if interested.

Looking for two roomates
Nice house in a quiet neighborhood located in Port Orange.
New carpet and paint. Two
rooms with one full bath. Washer/dryer and full kitchen and living room, florida room, garage
space included for one. $500/
month included utilities contact me at 203-628-8399 thanks

Student Roommate Wanted
New House to share with 2
students. 2400 sq ft, 2 furnished bedrooms to share bath.
$550/month each room includes
all. Off street parking, cable,
utilities, internet access, washer, dryer use of furnished
commmon areas, patio, and yard.
Serious students and nonsmokers only. Sandra 386-453-8500

Female, nonsmoker
to share beachside home in
daytona beach. Close to campus, walking distance to beach.
Completely furnished. $450.00/
month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

Looking for new roommate
I have a cool house in Daytona
2 br 1 bath, hot tub, w/d ,room
is furnished cable and net included, very clean and privite,
475.00 per month for everything,
very secure parking for
bikes as well as cars, 10
mins to Riddle, let me know
thanks Dan 386-316-6155

2/1 house for rent
Cute Beachside cottage on quiet street in Daytona. Washer/
dryer, patio, carport, florida
room. $900/mo. plus util. 331
Flushing Ave. 386-689-4267

Ormond by the Sea
$1000 month shed-fenced back
yard, steps to beach washer
dryer-lawn icluded. 66 Carol Rd
Potential perfect student job
as tech writer for IT executive
in data center 30-80 hours a
month available, own schedule
to complete tasks. $30-50/hr is
target deal. IT experience or exposure helpful but not required
joe.jinkster@gmail.com

Room Available
Condo in Daytona Beach,
about four lights away “George
Town Lakes” . Very close to
the university. Invidual full
bathroom. Has Pool, Gym,
Club house, Tennis courts and
Screened Porch. Condo completely remodeled, and has washer/dryer. Can be available after
20 Oct. $500.00 a month, deposit only $250.00. 813-205-2510

Roommate Needed
12 x 10 Room available Nov.
1 in a 3 bed, 2 Bath home
on Villas Ln Port Orange.
Includes all utilities plus cable, internet, laundry. Home is
about 15 minutes from campus.
Shared bathroom and kitchen.
$500 a month. Price is
negotiable!!!!! Call Robert at
(516)351-2891

House for Rent
Furnished 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with 2 car garage. Immediate occupancy;
$550pp plus security deposit.
Call: Judie Udey @ Country
Club Properties-386-756-6105

Beautiful house fot rent
Beautiful house in Ormond
Beach. Spring Meadow subdivision, 3200sqft of marble floor,
4 bedroom, 3 full bath, dining
room, living room, t.v. room
kitchen nook, laundry room,
Beautiful pool, 2 car garage,it’s
a must see, 15 min from
Embry-Riddle. The best location.
Call,
Sean
386-295-5686,
available now. $2500/month

Beachside remodelled apt.
Completely renovated 1 bedroom apartment with large walk
in closets, tiled floors, new
kitchen, outside porch patio,
small fenced in private yard,
private parking. Great location,
just 5 minutes from EmbryRiddle. Call (386) 405-2540.

South Daytona Beach
Riverfront
1 BR/BA, New washer/
dryer, carpet, paint, tile, black
appliances, maple cabinets.
Fitness center, Pool, gated,
24-hour security, Immaculate condition $750. John
407-761-0109

Roommate needed
Looking for a quiet professional to share beautiful 3300
sq. ft. home in Ormond Beach.
Serious inquiries only. Please
contact Deanna at 386-299-7535.

Apartment for rent.
Typically $350 a month after
electric and internet. Close to
the school, quiet atmosphere.
Excellent for students who
need to get their work done
and save money. Males only.
Don’t miss out! Call or email
Eric at:(401) 617-1074 or
thompe28@erau.edu

Daytona Beach house for rent
Daytona house 2BDR/1BATH
fully furnished all utilities incl
uded(water,electric,phone(wit
h long distance),cable & wireless internet). Large front and
rear yard to included fencing.
Willing to rent house as a whole
for $1800 monthly or two preapproved students $900 per.
First & security. Pets welcomed.
Located 4 miles from campus.
We are looking for a fun, honest & clean person. Please call
386-257-9900 for more details.

Buying? Selling?
Place your ad
with us today!
www.avionnewspaper.com

Home on the river
Large beachside home on the
Halifax River. Wireless internet, pool, fully furnished, full
privileges, one price pays
all, close to ERAU. Call
386-252-6662

Room Available
Room available for a 2 bedroom
apartment at end of September.
Rent is $300 per month plus
split electricity and internet.
Located at Hidden Oaks apartments in South Daytona. Only
15 minutes away from campus.
Call Ryan at (828) 380-0949.

Roommate needed ASAP
Roomate needed ASAP, 5-7
minutes away from campus,
prviate room and bathroom, big
kitchen, washer and dryer in
apartment, $425 plus half of electric, cable and water included. No
deposit and no rent for
September! Please call Jolly
Kapoor at 386-341-9149 ASAP

Townhouse for Rent
Port
Orange
2BR,
1
1/2
bath
end
unit
2 story, new wash/dryer, new refrig., pool. $750 per month with
year lease. Utilities not included.
First, last month and security. Call for information (386)
212-7282 or (386) 212-5406

Advertisement

Barrington Apts ~ $335/month
Room for rent. After electricity and internet, the rent is
usually around $330 a month.
Great roommates, great apartment. Excellent for students
looking for a quiet atmosphere.
5-10 minutes from ERAU.
Contact me at:
thompe28@erau.edu
or (401) 617 1074

employment
Part time Youth Minister
First Baptist Church of
South Daytona is receiving resumes for a Part-time
Minister of Youth. (Average church attendance is 225)
Please send resume to:
First Baptist Church South
Daytona. Attn: Youth Minister
Search
Committee
2197
Kenilworth
Avenue
South Daytona, FL 32119
OR
e-mail
to:
f b c s d p a s t o r @ c f l . r r. c o m

Loss Prevention Officer
Ocean Walk Shoppes is seek
ing
qualified
individuals
for
our
Loss
Prevention department part-time.
Night and weekend shifts
available, experience a plus
but not necessary.If interested,
call Katie at (386) 233-5685
for applications and interviews, serious inquiries only
please.

Automotive
‘78 Datsun 280Z
Silver with black interior. Automatic 6-cylinder in great condition. NO RUST! 94K miles.
$7,000
OBO
Call
Paul 484-429-1353

2004 Kia Amonte
For Sale 2004 Kia Amanti fully
loaded with only 23,500 miles
and 60,000 mile warranty.
Color gold with black leather
and wood grain interior, sunroof/moonroof, fully loaded,
4” monitor trip monitor, both
front seats powered with 2 position memory, stereo cassette
radio, 6 CD changer, custom
tinted glass, one driver always
garaged, all required services
performed by dealer, Price
$13,290, call 386-341-3663

Police Motorcycle
“1998”
Poilce
Kawasaki
with sidecar, painted. (Red,
white, and blue with Embry
Riddle Eagles and “Superman”
Logo). Save gas, one of a kind.
Garage kept, like new. $6,500.
Call (386) 767-1687 or (386)
295-0771. Your gain! My loss!
Over 10k invested. I’m 80 years
old and selling all my toys.

2003 Mazda 6i Sedan
Sporty sedan with spacious interior and sleek exterior. NonSmoker, one owner, perfect
first car. Silver exterior with
Black Leather interior (maintenance records available).
72K miles. 2.3 liter Cylinder
Engine, 5 speed manual trans.
Brand New Front Brake Pads
and Rotors. Professional Tint,
CD Player, Driver Side Power
Seat, Power Windows, Sunroof,
AC, Heated Front Seats, (2)
front cup holders, Rear seat center armrest w/(2) cup holders.

